
2nd Grade Reading Skills Review 7

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the team of 
letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student struggles to 
accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify the vowel sound prior 
to reading the whole word. 

Multisyllabic Words
Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. 
Student may underline the vowels in the words and break the words 
apart by syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read them 
fluently. 

Fluency Passage

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of text and 
leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read this passage aloud 
daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal is not about reading the 
passage as fast as he/she can. The students need to strive to read the passage 
with accuracy, in phrases and with expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster 
while reading.  

Spelling 
Students will say the picture words, pound the number of syllables, finger stretch 
the sounds of each syllable and then write the words on paper, a whiteboard, in 
sand, in shaving cream, you choose!. 
Review Week 7 Words:  duck, puddle, football, scarf, starfish, pencil, 
popcorn, tornado



Phonics Sound Boxes

ay ch ur spr st ost ou gn -ct

ea igh gl ild pr ee oo aw sc

oi ir oy sk ie ph oa ar oll

sp -lk tw ild ow -ft cr mb ew

-pt wr or sm -ld scr au th sw

oe spl sh ing kn ost er alk bl



Nonsense Word Fluency
ot lig ped hup pab

mib tast rud tane nurp

sife barm gope skint yod

troint blept plunt shold vord

smeach praunt leat knift brond

caid scrount rilky glable meep

biep zoe prasty vuttle nucky

quelt wrelt doist gnume bry



Multisyllabic Word Reading

skepdle hulap wutdane scrifbloit

hizmit dogle mawdle wainsmoy

gravis groteme turple baunfle

Nonsense Words

Text Application
   Marvin loves to attend Monster Truck Rallies with his parents. They watch 
the colorful gigantic trucks thunder around the track. He is awestruck as the 
engines roar past him in pursuit of the finish line.  Secretly Marvin imagines 
himself the driver of his very own truck named Thunder Bolt that is decorated 
with bright yellow lightning bolts.
   One day his dad returns home from work with a very ordinary truck. Dad is 
extremely excited and tells Marvin they are going to turn his truck into their 
very own Monster truck. Marvin is thrilled and asks if perhaps they might call 
it Thunder Bolt. Dad agrees and says that is a perfect name. Marvin and his dad 
make a trip to the hardware store to purchase the tools they need to transform 
the truck from ordinary to a sparkling performance truck.      



Sentence Fluency
You need to turn your wrist this way when you hit 
the ball.  

Remember to handle the knife safely when you are 
slicing the apple.

We discovered an awful shipwreck off the sea 
coast.

I made my strong brother carry my knapsack when 
we went hiking down the Grand Canyon.

I can’t get this blotch of paint out of my pants 
no matter how hard I scrub.

Will you please knit me some soft cozy mittens 
before the harsh winter comes?



Fluency Passage
Writing My Life Story

   Today our teacher said we would each write a story. She said
if we wanted we could draw pictures to go with it. I decided to
write my life story. I started with the night I was born. I drew 
a picture of me as a tiny baby. I wrote about what my first 
words were and how I liked to play.
   When I was little I was always making tall towers. My
grandfather said he thought I would build hotels when I grew up.
I drew a picture of me playing with my blocks.
    I also liked to ride my scooter and swing on the swings in 
the park. I drew pictures of me on my scooter and a picture of 
my dad pushing me on the swing. The next picture is of me 
licking an ice cream cone and getting it all over me. I still 
love chocolate ice cream.
   Then I wrote about my first day at school. I wrote about how
I cried and cried because I didn’t want my mother to leave me. I
made a drawing of me with a sad face. The last page is about my
last birthday party. I drew of picture of me blowing out the 
candles on my birthday cake. There are six candles and I blew
them all out.



Spelling

Compound Word

Compound Word

vowel-r, open, opensoft c Compound Word

Consonant-le


